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Cable's Impact on Media Use:

A fielibinary Report from Columbus

hC

The existing reirearch op cable television has af least
4

two striking 4 ficiencies. First, it does not.examine the

uses audience mbers make .of the content of cable in relation-,

ship to the us of the content of other media.' Thrresult is

1 that little is known about the effects of cable teleqsion on
6

previously established media use habits. Second, the potential

effects of. cable on diverse aspects of non-media social behavior

have not been examined. This second deficiency exists despite

the fact that there is.much Speculation that the informational

and entertainment Content of the new and expanding cable systems

have the potential to 'replace or radically alter existing

patterns of social interaction and leisure behavior with which

the media compete for time.

The study reported here provides some preliminary evidence

regarding an answer Ito the first of these questions *bout the

impact of cable. Using data from that segment of the Columbus,

Ohio, market served by the Warner Amex interactive cable system

known as QUBE, the report examines use of this experimental

sable system in the context of more general patterns and habits

of media)uee.

Existing Literature on Use of Cable

The economic impact of cable on existing broadcast

television outlets has been of considerable concern to such a
4

agencies as the Federal Communications Commisssion, which over the

3



years has commissioned and reciiiived research, speaking to that

question. Por the most part, however, these reports have dealt

only indirectly with the impact of cable on audience use habits.,

/In research unrelated to the FCC effort Jeffzes (1978)

attempted to examine the impact of table through a study

conducted prior to and after introduction of a system. in a small

Minnesota commenity. Contrary to expectation, actual television

use decreased among sample members, all of whom had subscribed

to the system. The decrease in television.use, however, probably

resulted from usual seasonal fluctuations in television viewing,

and the lack of a control group of nonsuscrkbers made it impossible

to determine what mitigating ihfluence cable might have had.

Sparke:\(1978) demonstrated that repeat scheduling.of

programs on a Toronto cable system led to ihcreased viewing of

'specific programs, suggesting that cable car alter usual habits

by its flexibility in schedting. significantly, the audiences

of the more serious types of pragrams, such as tkok: of public,

broadcasting, were more Likely to gain nom this repeat exposure

than the standard entertainment shows/

Kaplan (1978) in a study of 204 cableousers it a top 100

market found evidence that independent television stations

imported from outside the local area compete with the local

network television and movie theaters and that automated
0

channels, which are common on Cable systems, competea
ith radio news. Tht study was limited, however, by two factors.

. .

First, the cable s stem studied did not provide extensive
.

-----"

alternative program ing: Secend, all estimates of change in
-

a 4
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(media habits were based on self-report by those included in the,

`sampre.

Becker. (1980), using data from a0probabiIity sample of

household heads in Columbus, Ohio, showsd that subscription to

one of the four cable systems operating in that community was
A

predicted by the same need for entertainment which was associated

with use of other entertainment' media, such as radio., A need for

information, which predicted newspaper readership and viewing

e ,

of television'news, in contrast, was unrelated to subscription

to Cable.

Finally, Cosner (1980), tsing,national.and market specific

data gathered by Nielsen, has shown £hat cable homes use more

television than nonsubscrihing homes and that cable viewers are

s likely to witch local broadcast television stations than the

ncable subscribers. The effects of cable on use of local

stations is greatest in the markets served by only a few local

st ions, indicating that cable subscribers are Seeking variety

fr the system. Cable also has been found, to help offset

seasonal trends in that the audienCes shift to alternative

programs on cable when summer reruns begin. Cable househeids

were found to be younger, larger, and higher in socio-economic

status than noncable househotds.

A Media Use Model

The expectation that use of cable might well disrupt normal

media use habits is based on a rather simple model of media'use

behavior. The model, elaborated upon elsewhere (McLeod and

Becker, 1981), stem from the assumption that' audience members

5
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should be viewed as active rather than passive eceivers of

.
,

.

media messages. Kedia.use behaviors, as a result, can most

productive) be viewed as motivated behaviIrsi

Figure I irs-a graphic representation of this media use

model, the components of whioh are similar in essential respects

to those posed xiilicitly or implicitly by numerous others

/Katz, Gurevitch and Haas, 1973; Katz, Blumler and Gurevitch,

1971-4; Blumler, 1,979; Frank amid Greenberg, 1980; and Kippax

and Murray, 1980). Motives afire seen as originating frog the

audience- member's basic needs, his or her social background, and

the ,current social situation within which L.*_ or she resides.

These motives--or secondary nedds--direct vier, but the

behavior--at least in the mature individual 'ezormdd by an
(

assessment of 1.4e satisfy g potential of th cious means by

which the needs can be satisfied. !he result of these directed

assessments of the means of satisfying the secondary need is

selection of a behavioral optiqp. Vie -afection, of course, is

restricted by the availability of the Options therselves.,

An impd'etant component of thts model is the realization

that, the mass media do not provide the -.1a means Of satisfying

motives. This'is perhaps most obvious where the entertainment

need is concerned. 'Many. leisure,activities, such as participation

in sporting events either as a spectator or player, are means

Iv of relaxing and being entertained. As such, they are competitive

with the media-generated means of satisfying the need for

/
anterteinmont. Another significant aspec.t of the model is the

L

assumption that the media compete with each other in that they

6



provide al.te-2-motive means of
3
satisfying needs. Thus the

,

introduction of a noW medt.m. into an existing system has the

-%

potential of altering the relationships, between needs and media

use,

Empirical 'evidence'to support this model is not available

in simple form, though numerous studies have shown support\for

various elements'. Poi exempla, Blume; (1979) and Becker,

Fruit and Collins (1979) have provided evidence that needs have

their origin in the social situation, while DimmiCk, McCain and

Boltbn (1979) have summarized the data on life-span changesmin

media use Patterns in,e way consiseent with this position.

Studies linkirig needs.and media use have b:Ln oven more common,

with the work of Levy (1970), Frank and Gre,0,,rg (1900), and
yr.

Kipptz and Murray (1S30) but recent examples. Toss clear, however,

arethe means by which availability affects assessment of the

means for satisfyilg needs as well as how past expegience alters

this assessment., Recent work by HpLeod-Byttee and Durallle980)

and Palmgreen, Wenner and Rayburn (1900), however, has begun to

address at least thin second question.

Specific Expectatio.s

The mass podia compete\witN each other and with other

aptiv4.4es,on two important fronts. They compete for financial

resources,
1
which, foi. most people, have some real lmitations.

And they compete for ill's, which is limited for all mortals.

When an individual adopts a new media use habit, that

tabit has throe possible consequence.. First, it can claim for

its own time and financial resources previously allocated by the

I ,
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individual to other media activities. Second, it can take these

same resources from other-nonmedia activities, such as sleeping,

fi

workihg, or participating in leisure. Finally, the new mediu-

(

can produce alteration in the ways previous behaviors were

practiced resulting in a doubling up of activities so ps to

"expand" the 24-hour day. An example of this final solution

to the competition would be the reading of newspapers and '

listening to radio at the same time, resulting in the use of

both media in roughly the same amount of time as each reqhires

*ndependeritly.

The existing data 9n media competition and substitutions

provide examples of each of these solutiods. McCombs (1972) and

McCombs and Eyal (1980), for example, have provided economic data

suggesting poet the 'money allocated'to the media in the U.S. las

remained relatively constant in the modern perio and new media

4
have altered the allocation system but not the ize ofthe Pool

of resources. Weiss (1969i, following a review of the literayriA

on the effects of the introduction of television, concruded that

the evidence suggests that adding television reduced the amount of

time spent with the othir media'and resulted J.,4 a coordinition

of viewing and other household routines which allowed for an

'expietsion of free time.' Similarly, Robinson (1981) had

interpreted the increase in television's share of the available

leisure time durjAg the 1965 to 1975 period as occurring at the

expense of some media behaviors, such 4A radio, and nonmedia

behaviors such as social visiting. But Robinson found some

4
evidence as Weal that media use Activities during this period
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began to overlap more( suggesting that audience members were

finding ways to use more media in the same or somewhat expanded
3

amounts of time. 411/'

These findings, interpreted in the contextof the media use

model presented above, suggest that cable ought to have impact

on other media use activities if for no other reason than that

it provides content similar to what the other media are providing.

In fact, tote cable technology has the capability to provide
A

t almost all of the content now being provided by the other media

.individually. The impact of cable ought tb be strongest, as
1 4

Himmelweit, Oppehhiem and Vince (1958) suggested was true for

television itsekkef, on those media providing similar services.

The effects would be least noticeable on those media providing

services not being offeted by the cable system.

Study Design
e

Data providing for a preliminary examination of Ithe'imeact

of cable on other media were gathered a(part of a study conducted

in columbus, Ohio, and its suburbs in February and March of/1980.

Telephone interviews were conducted with probability samples of

household headein homes with and without cable television. A

PT
total Of 633 interviews were conducted, about one third of them

with nonsubscribers to cable and the remainder with cable

sltscribers.

While Columbus and surrounding Franklin County are served

by four cable companies, interviews were conducted only in those

geographic area! served by the Warner Amex Qubo system, the first

interacti4: system in full commercial operatio4 in the U.S.



While Qube is best known because it allows audience members to

talk back t6 the tejevision set via a home console, i Ore

significant featu e is that it pmpvides extensive pay per-view

options to subscri ers: Included in the pac e o offerings

at the time of the study Were numerous movie channels, incligling

one for "- adult" movies, sports channels, a religious channe

a children's channel, a channel providing news and weather,/via

teletext, and locally produced public affairs and "magazine".

programs. First ru. movies were provided either on a package

og a per view basis, while old movies were available a?, a result

of the importation of outside independent stations, including

the supeystations. In the yea.: since the study was fielded, this

package of offerings has expanded considerably, though the

effects of these increased servicesican only be hinted'at here.
44.

Included in the survey/instrument were measures of use of

newspapers, television, and radio.. For the Oube subscribers.,

questions were asked about the reason for subscription, programs
ti,

-

watched, and satisfaction with the product. I* addition Subscribers $

also were Ssked to report on the impact of the subscription on

their normal media use habits. Various demographic questions,were

posed to both subscribers and nonsubscribers.

Information on the effects of Qube On its audie,nce can be

gained indirectly fr9m a examination of the uses being made of the

cable pstem, the reasons for that subscription, and the demographic

predictions of"use and subscription. More direct evidence can he

4

gained by a comparison of subbcribers and nonsubscribers,

examination of the patterns f media use of the subscribers, and

reports of those subscribe s on the effects of cable on their prior

media habits.
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Results

. 4

Table 1 provides a summary of the'retponses to an open-

. ended:guegtton posed to those in the survey who subscribed to
%

.

QUID°. Multiple-responses were solicited and coded, so the 1

responses here sum to more than 100%. These responses provide

rather dramatic evidence that the mast prominent motivations
,

for subscr).ption were for more televisi n programming variety.

either of a general, sort in terms of added movies and specials

or %ports. Only 7.4% o t he 434 subscribers surveyed said they
. \

decided to Qcbe service because of the novelty)x%

category which included responses suggesting the interactive

4
.#

.nature of Qube was an attraction. Reception of a better signal

ialso is not a significant motivating factor for the.se respondents.

In summaryjatheodata,suggest the motivation f r subscribing 't'o

Qube was to increase the offering of the medi , or increase the

numher o f options competing for a limited amount of time.

Table 2 provides data giving at least a rough indication

7

of what pebplt actually watch on the,Qube cable syitem. While

the items are not fully cemparable because Of basic differences

in the nature of the pAgrams, these data show, that subsCribers
4' A

use Qube in waYs conOstent with the motivation that led them to

purchhse this servav ce. rremium movies and specials,) for which the
0 );

respondents pay Ihan,extra charge, as well as the free sports

'
appear to be some of the most popular prOgrams offered.

a '

Lees poeular %are the interactive, locally produced programs add'

_religious programs, tI$ugh each hue a significant following._

The teletext neWo and weather c annel seems to (10,011 conskderable

)
r

It



popclarity,"with nearly.foUr of five respondents indicating they

watch it at least a-fe0 Minutes, once per week :IL Viewing of this
,e

news and, weather channel tends to be rather short, a subsequent

question/fevealed. Only, about one quarter of those with the
0",

.Qube'service indicated they watched this channel mord than five

minutes when thelogorned to it. Therdata in Table 2, in general,

euggeit that peor/ ace,lising cable to provide them with

.

( materials not available from staddard television,. that is, more
........ ,..

first run moviess. , more sports, 9ndt up-to-the-minute news and

weather 'reports.

Demographic correlates
.

of shbscription to Qube as well as

levels of use of the various types of programs shown in Tabke 2
..,

are 'resented in Table 3. Home owners are More likely to

)(subscribe to Oubal than apartment Awelle s. Married persons are

on x
more likely to subscribe than single persons,!, and persqns with

children yin the home are more 1 sly to subscribe than persoL
..,-.),

r

without' children in the home. Mfles responding to the survey

were ightly mote likely to be in the sub4ription'group than

.

in the nonsubscription group. -

The demographic anClysis ofiute of the services of Qube

provides a somewhat different picture from that just presented

of pubs subsciibers.,,the heaviJst movie viewers, for example,

V
are the 11'Ou4g, single, renters. Males and renters are more

likely tat, watch the sportAprogr

programs are most popular with:the

) remained et the current address over the yeare. The religious

s on. Qube. The religious

residents who MK°

111-

program also draw tIkeir audience from the less well edlicatedr
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°grant, otrthe audience. The news and weather channel is most

popular with the renters, tkesingle, the less well edueated,

aidCylle males in theaud-ierice.

These deftographic analyses eu gest that Qukseqight well

draw its audience.fram audiences aligned with otiher media. For

. example, the tingle, male, renters somewhat low in educ tion

4 who report higher levels of use of the news and weathe channel

would be expected Ito be the same t'pe of.person attracted to

radio nts under normal'cireumstances. Of course, Qube doffs

not necessarily have to draw audiences away from the.other media.

S. V
Rather a6ldieace members may just add Qubetq,t'eir existing media

use habits, taking the time Antim,other leisure activities.

The data in Table 4 provide a preliminary, examination of

this question of Qlio influe9ce on media. habits by examining the

lelationships between subscription to and use of Qube and use of

the other me la. A negative correlation, in this table suggests

that Qube has replaced another media use habit; a `"positive

correlation suggests additive behavior instead. '

Subscription to Qube is correlated ?oosi-Attely with two
,

JP)
measures of televisiOn aiewinq time (on week days and on weekends)

.
.21. 0 k_

' ..

and with newspaper readership (here indexedoby the number of

local daily newSpaperea4red per week). "Tbe tor citations with

(

th,
timi.with televigion, of course, would be expec-te bOth if

r

heavy viewers of television are the ones whc\subscrybe to the
. .

service and if subsc;iptIon t- the service increases viewing time.

The leveli of viewing for .subscribers and nOnsubstribers are`

quite discrepant, with.s9bscribers reportidran average of 3.6
/ ' 13
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S.

hours of television viewing on the average weekday while

noasubscrjbers repOrt an average of 3.,1 hours. on Saturday end,

> Sunday, subscribers report an average combined viewing/time of

8.9 hours, compared with 5.7 hours for the nonsubscribers.
r

The correlation of subscription with newspaper readership
%

is less ambiguouaauggesting that those '}persons who use that

A'
print medium are more likely to be subscribers than non newspiper

readers. Viewing of,local and national television news as well as

use'of radio for news and weatheriis not associated with

1

subscription to Qube...

The correlations f the tvo measures of hours of television

viewing and viewing of the various programs on Qube is consisatInt.0

wit4_the explanation that Qube_incteases viewing time. only Qube

subscribers are vieWed here,. of course,land among this group use

0 of the various services is associated with higher levels of

television Wis.. No other strong patterns emerge inithe data (n

Table 4, tA e of various Qube programs is mildy a oniated

with local tikevision news viewing. Novi viva se s to

cut across all levels of standard media skse, as contrasted with

viewineof the interactive talk program, eports and religious
*'
programs, which is associated slightly withithe standard use

P habits.. Sochi" finding, suggests these may the added-on

features of Qube leading .to the increase in television time

pecifioally and media time in general, while navies are more
f-

often used for substitution. But the genera lack 7f strong

-.negative correlations in Table 4 seems to ricate that Qube'

invent en be more An perms of increasing media usage overall than

4. r



adversely affecting the Wady existing media habits of the
. r

augonce members. Use of the news and Weather channel shows

only a very sligit and insignificant correlation with the use Of

radio news, yith which it would be expected to compete moat
Y

seriously, and it is slightly positively correlated with use of

local television news.

While self reports of change are obviously notes satisfactory

substitute for real change data, they may be able to provide

helpful guidance in examining effects of the sort of interest

here. In that context, various questions were posed to Qube

subscribers regarding their impressions of the effects of the

cable system. The responses to those questidns are presented

*
in Table S. Consistent with the data from Table 4, Qube

subscribers report that they have increased their viewing of

television both on the weekdays and weekends since they initiated

the aubscription. In each case, nearly half of the respondents

ihdicated such an effect. The consistency of such a finding
,

from'the self-report data, of course, suggests some confidence

,in these kinds of data may be warranted. Relatively small

number of respondents report Qube hasltad an impact on their

other media habits, such as the watching of local television news,

the watching of national television news, the use of radio for

news and wetthet informaltion, and readership of newspapers. The

self-reported ,effects are grecitest for radio, however, and it is

that medium which might be least immune to such an adverse effect

since it does offer'some services which also are provided by Qube,

such as the news and weather channel. Given the suspicion that

1 5
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audience "members may under - report the influence of the media on

their lives,inbeneral and in ale kind of a situat on

specifically, sucha report of effects may desery additional'

/-

consideration.

This conclusion is 'bolstered to some extent by data shown

in Table 6 drawn froi the responses to two questions posed to

Qube subscribers at the end of the survey instrument.

cipants in the Study were asked to indicate what happens to

them wpon aley finct,themselves short of time and what they woqld

expe t to do should they have to cut back on their financial

exeenditures. 'for the mass media. In both cases!, respondents

overwhelmingly selected Qube for a redaction in commitment

rather than newspapers, another rather demanding medium in terms

of both time and money. But a rather large minority of

approximptely 25% of the respondents indicated that they would

eliminate newspapers before they cut back on time and financial

commitments to their cable television service. Given the fact
4

that these media did not seem to overlap strongly in terms of

`types of content provided, this is a rather striking finding.

Table 7 pr lents correlation coefficients indexing the

relationehips between these reports of the effects of Qube and

the two que'kions rom.Table 6 and various tither measures.

Included in this1/44 ttsr group are use of the programs of Qube,

normal media use habitat and the demographic variables

coneidered iarlidr.
N

Consistent with the earlier finding in Table 4, movie

viewing is not strongly related to reports of increased viewing of

'16
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(...

television in general. It is related to reports of decreased

viewing of local and national nowise_ but not to decreases/in use

of the other media or selection of newspapers as the medium

to cut in a Qubaisewspaper forced choice situation. Use. of the

interactive channel shows no relationship with the reports of

change, while use of sports is correlated with increased

viewing and decreased local news viewing. Use of the religious

programs is slightly related to Increased time with television,

while use of the news and weather teletext services is associated

slightly with increased time with television, reports of decreases

in local And national news viewing, decreases in use of radio for
AO

news and weather, and the decision not to cut newspapers from

one's habits of financial commitments to newspapers. This set of

correlations (with use of the news and weather channel) provides

perhaps the strongest evidence to date that a real substitution

effect resulting from subscription to cable may be lurking just

A
below, the surface here. The severely restricted variances for

"a.%

the self-report measures, of course, makes the emergenceof large

correlations rather unlikely.

The pattern oftlationShips shown in the middle section of

Table 7 Apr self - reported infltienoe and hours spent with
\ ...)

.

television is one which is repeated elsewhere in the table. Those

..........--

who use televilion heavily repirt that Quhe has increased that

use, but that it hasn't decreased the use of the other media or
.e

the news programs of television. This is true where newspaper'

readi g IA examined as well, suggesting that heavy media users at
gat

least elieve that they are able to_add media services by adding

17"
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time,, rather than decreasing their use of the other mediae

Regular .newspaper readersle would be expected, also are less

likely than infrequent newspaper readers to report that they would

cut back on-time or financial commitment to that medium rather

411
than on commitment to Qube. \Where use of television and radio

.1
news is concerned, however, there is no evidence of a relationship

L (-
between these habits and reports of Qube's $ nfluence.

The relationships between several of the demographic

characteristics and self-reports of influence are quite comparable

to those for newspaper readership and self-reporee of influence.

Such a finding isn't surprising, of course, since readership

is associated with so e of these sage demographics. Home owners,

ma ied persona, and hose with children in the home are more

likely than their coup erparts to retort increased television

time as a result of Qube but less likely_to report any other

signs of Qube's influence. Male respondents also are more likely

to report this pattern of difects, Perhaps reflecting a male

tendency to underestimate, environmental influences on behaviors.

In a final effort to teaie from the available data evidence

regarding the influence of Qube, correlations;batween 1pngth of

subscription to Qube and various factors are reported in Table 8.

Length of subscription, of course, may be a gross indicant of.the

stages subscribers 4o through as a result of subscription to

cable and as iuch be related to influence.

Those having Qube &n their homes the longest are somewhat

less likely to report that the cable service has increased theig

use of television or deoneased their use of local and national

23'
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television news than those who have had cable for shorter periods.

These findings suggest, of coutse, that homes may return to

something like normalcy after a certain period of increased use.

Another- explanation, howeVer, is that those persons who continue,

use of Qube for longer periods ara simply those least likey'to be

affected by tche medium.

This second interpretation is a bit more consistent than

the first with several other findings itt Table 8. The more

veteran Subscribers watch fewer movies than the newer subscriberfh
Cu

and watch more of the locatinteractive programming, less sports,

and perhaps slightly more religious programs. They also are more

likely to watch local and national television news, use radio

news, and read news ers. They have been at their address longer,

are .flora likely to own their homes and to be married and have

children in the home. They also are older/ than the. new

subscribers.

Qube had,b en 4n service for just over two years at tie time

the study was ielded, yet about a quarter of those responding
1

to the survey had been on the system forpless than one yelir._
M1

These and other data suggest that much of the expansion of the

system has Bien anto areas not previously wired, and that new

sales i the previously wired areas are doing little more' than

ngPkeepi pact with cancellations. The data in Table 8, it is

interesting to note, suggest that continued subscription to Qube

is predicted by variables similar to those which predict

subscription to newspapers. it is hard 'to keep the young,,,,

p unmarried renters on the Qube system, it seems, and it is hard tot
, \ 1J
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1

keep them as subscribers to: newspapers. The content of these

two media seem to,dter, but they seem to have a similar

problem in- this regard. And they May very well find themselves in

a competitive situation regarding these mobile audience members.

Conclusions
c

The &Its presented in this paper speak to two general

questions. First, they provide some information about who
\

-

subscribes to sable and who Uses the program! it
t
offers. Second,

they offer preliminary evidence regarding the consequences of

this usage.

On the first count the data relatively clear. Subsaribers

. are drawn disproportionately from the home owners, the married,
'r

and those with children in the home. In Contrast oneof the most

highly promoted features of the cable system studied, movies,

are viewed more often by the renters, the single, Ind the young -

who subscribe to the service. Sports programs provided.by cable

Also are more popular with the renters/ than the home owners,

the young, and the male audience members. one type of plogram

#
-

offered by the cable System is more popular with the stable,

older members of the audiences religious programs. These programs

also are more popular with those with less formal education than

with audentise members high in education.
,

The data regarding the consequence of use of cable and its

various programs types are less conclusive and more difficult

to summarize. Perhaps most firmly established is the finding

that subscription to cable-9.8 asdociated with increased time

spent with television. There is some suggestion, as well, that

(

20
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use of radio for Aews'and weather information is adversely

. '

affected by use of cable. In general, however, the data seem to

suggest that cable has been added Alto the pattern of normal

media use. .

These findin s rasp be treated as preliminary. They come
a

from only one cabl system, and even that system has undergone

change in the year since the was conducted. Second, dal

measures used here were designed to focus on the effects caf cable

on uses made of the news content of the media rather than on

media use in general. finally, the data are temporally bound,

making it difficult to gauge change in the behaviors under

question.
. - I

Data 2rom a subsequent study of subsc;ibers tp the four.

cable systems operating in CoIUmbus and Franklin County suggest

that program pteferences of Qube 'subscribes are not substantially
e *

differyt from those of subscribersto the other, more traditional

systems. For example, the Amount of viewing of movies, sports

and ireIigious programs is pearly the same across the four systems.

The unique programming feature of Qube--interactive programmi

the data in Table 1 and 2 show, was not an overly strong drawi

feature for audience membersitudied here, reinforcing th notion

that the habits of Qube viewers may not be very different from
re

those of audiences of other cable systems.

Cable systems nationally have expanded considerably their

programming fare in the last two years as satellite interconnect

has inoreased the diverkity of the materiAls available. The

Nies system is no exception to this pattern, having added 'into

Vw1. 21
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tbisIstudy was conducted such services as Cable News Network,

ESPN (sports), and WSFJ (religious programming). The result is

that Qube today may presentflaudiences members with alternatives

to their existing media and leisure behaviors which were not

present when this study was fielded.

The CNN nelivork for the first time has made cable a serious

alternative tq the national networks and perhaps even the print

media, cggesting that the findings here mit/ well be slightly

rent today. What is perhaps more importan Is the

possibility that, given the increased programming both in news

and in other areas, cable's impact on use of the nonnews content

4 of all media wquld be stronger than the existing data suggest.t
In that context, the ?resent study's focus on news is too'

narrow.

The need;'for data which allow for an examination of Ihange
t

(
t

in audience behavior over time is rathersobvious. Such a design

a is, rather difficult to carry out, but inferences about change

will remain rather tentative' without it.

. This study yeas guided by the general aisumpt n that audience

,.
.

membere.choose those media which satisfy their ne ds. Such

choices are guided by past experiences and expectations about the
/

offering of.new media system*. In that context, the data on

Length of subscription to Qube are illustrative, for they show,

first of all, that turnover oh the system is to high. While

responses to an open-ended question in the survey instrument

suggest that satisfaction with Qube is quite high (3406f those

surveyed could not even verbalize a complaint) and did not vary

4it 1111
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,

emogithose Who had been on the sisters differing amounts of tc!.77,

clearly not all persons who purehase the system find it worth the

temporal and 'financial investment. And when those who were not

subscribers to Qube were asked why they did not subscribe, nearly

40% said because they did not want the additional programming being

offered and 25% said because it was not worth the added expense.

Presumably for these persons the existing media were meeting their

needs quite nicely or Qube was judged incapable of meeting them.
4

Perhaps the strongedt advice offered by these data is'that

Subsequent researchshould keep open the possibility that

audience members both replace prior media habits by use of cable r

services as well as use these new services to supplement those

existing habits. Which of th ese effects is dOminant is the

obvious next question.

A

If
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Table 1

Reasons for Subscribing to QUBE

Reason. .

Percentage of respondents
giving listed reason

to's* more variety in television
programming

50.2

Por the premium movies and
specials

-23.0

Porthe added sports programming 20.3.

Boerne of the novelty of QUBE 7.4

Because of the sales pitch made 7.4

To improvemy television reception 5.3

Nw434

Table 2

What Subscribers Say They Watch

Program
Percentage

s....
i

Watch at least one premium
movie per week 47.2

Watch Interactive talk show
at least one da'y per week

Watch at least one free sports
event per week

Watch IS minutes of religious
programs at least once per week

Watch it few minutes of news/weather
channel at least once per week

1461434

28

35.0

62.4

,19'1

77:9
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Table 3

Demographic Correlates of Subscription, Alse of Qube Programs
(Pearson's r)

Yrs. at
' Address

Home
Ownership

Marital
Status 1

No. of
Children Educ. Alt

2
Sex

Subscription 3 .00 .23 .17 .14 .06 .02 .00

(Program ,Typel -
. .

MoyieS .07 -.16 -.17 -.01 -.01 -.21 08

Intoractfve Talk .05 -.02 .02 .06 .07 ' .08 e:04

Sports -.03 -.14 -.03 -.03 -.04 -.09 .17

Religious .19 .06 .08 -.03 -.19 .18 -.06

News/Weather .01 -.11 -.08 -.03 -.10' -.03 .10

1. 'Coded to indicate married (2) or not married (1)'
2. Coded toindioate male (2) or not male (1)
3. Ne633. Correlations of .07 or greater aresali

ITIgnificant
at the .0S level.

4. Nw434. Correlations of .08 or greater are gnificant at the .05 level.

29
30

4.



Table 4

Media Use- Correlates of Subscription, Use of QUBE Programs
(Pearson's r)

Hrs. TV
Weekdays,

V

-Hrs. TV
Weekends

TV local TV national Radio News Newspaper ,

News Viewing News Viewing Listening Readership

Subscription) 41 .02 7.01 .01

"
Program Types

2

Hoviis .11 .09 -.03 -.05 -.03

Interactrvireari .21 .16 .12 .12 -.00

Sportr .17 e .22 .10 .09 .04

Religious .10 .13 .13 .10 .03

News /weather .22 .10 .04 -.04

1. N -633. Correlations of .07 or g eater are significant at the .05 level.
2. Ne434. Correlations of .08 or gr ater, are significant at the .05 level.

r

31

1/4.

-or

et/

.17

0
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Table 5

Self Report of Change

.Since Subscribing to Cube... 'Percentages

Watch TV on weekdays.:
On.

Lot more 17.0

Little more' 29.6

Sams amount' .48.3

Lsis s 5.1

Watch TV on weekends:

Lot more 20.9

Little more 29.8

Same amount 43.5

Less 5.8

Watch local TV news:
.

LOS 7.9

Same amount 86a8

Hors 5.3

Watch national TV news:

Less 6.5

Same amount 84.0

More,

Listen to radio for news and weathers

9.5

Less 14.7

SameAnsak 81.8

Hors

Read newspapers:

Less "A.

Same amount 91.9

Hore. 3.0

16434'

3°0



Table 6

Media Priorities

'101

Question

1. Time constraints: Generally, what happens when
you-find yourself short of time and have to cut back
on something? Are you more likely to cut back on the
time you span with the local newspapecrs of on the
time you spend with QupE And television in general?

Spend le time with the pape-rs

Spend 1 a time'with QUBE/TV

Doesn't buy paper now

Don't know

7

Percentages

2716

58.8

2;8

10.8

2. Pinanciil Constraints: If you had to cut back on
the money you spend on such things as newspapers and
QUBE, would you stop buying newspapers before you
stopped subscribing to QUBE, br would you stop
subscribing to QUBE before you stopped buying local
newspapers?

Stop buying newspapers 26.5

Stop subscribing to QUBE 58.4

Doesn't buy paper now 3.0

Don't know 12:1

N 434

0

34
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Table 7

Correlates of Self-Reported Changel

Qube Program Use:

Movies

Zn er. Talk

S orts

1e7

More
Weekday
TV

More
Weekend
TV

Less^.
Local
News

TV
Less Less
Natl, . Radio
TV News News

Less
Newsp.
Read.

Cut
Newsp.
Time

Cut
Newsp.
Honey

r'
( i

.06

.03

.20

.06

-.03

.16

.14

.02

.12

, .17

.02

.05

I

.04

.03

.08

.09

;01

N) .03

-.00

j.01

-.10

,..04

.09

.03

1 igio u s , . .10 .09 . .06 .04 .08 .01 4-.00 .10

News/Weath. .09 .10 .13 .09 .17 .05 -.03 -.12

Normal 'Nadia Uses

Hrs. TV Weekdays .15 .12 -.10 -.10 7.07 -.08 -.08 -.07

Hrs. TV Weekends .27° .213 s.19 -.19 '1.16 -.19 -.18 -.16

TV Local News .06 :03 -.05 -.03 -.00 -.02 ^-.03 -.03

TV Nat. News .00' ...02 -.00 0 -.00 .02 .01 .01 .02

Radio News .01 -.00 -.01 -.02 7.06 -.01 -.01 -.01

Newsp. Reading c/11116 .16 -.19 -.20 -.20 -.2). -.23 -.21

Demographics
'

Yrs. at Address -.02 -.03 -.00 .01 .01 .D0 -.01 -.01

Home Ownership .18 .19 -.23 -.2k -.23 -.23 -.23

Marital Status
2

.15
[

.14 -.19 -.18 * -.18 -.17 -.18 -.17

No. of Children .14 .12 ."-.15 -.15 -.16 -.15 ,-.15 -.15

Education .04 .03 \.05 -.06 -.10 -.07 =.08 -.07

. Age -.00 -.00. -.04 -.03 -.01 -.02 -.03 -.02

Sex
3 .11 .11 -.08 T.10 -.09 -.0 -.11 -.09

1. Ne434. Cor ations of .08 or greater are significant at the .05 }evel.

2. Coded to indicate married 12) or not wried (1). ,

1. Coded to indicate,mile (2)-or not male (1).

---------
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Table 8

Correlates of Length of Subscription t9 QUBE

Self-Reported Change

More Weekday TV

More Weekend TV

Less Local TV'News

Lett National TV News

Less Radio News

Pearson r with
Length of Subscription

-.09

-.07

- -15

-.11

- 'Less-Newspaper Reading -.02

Cut Time with Newspaper .07

C{a.t Money for Ne/spaper .03

()LW Program Use

Movies -.08

_ Interactive Talk .08

Sports -.09

Religious .07

News/Weather -.06

Normal Media Use

0Hours-?V Weekdays .02

Hours TV Weekends -.03

TV Local News a .08

TV National News .10

Radio News .09

Newspaper Reading .19

Demographics

Years at Address 21

"'Home Owniiship .30

Marital Status
2

.21

Number of Children .13

Education -.08

Age 37 .29 .

Berl -.06
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Table 8 (Continued)
e

ilr.
N16434. Correlations of .08 or greater are significant
at the .05 level. .-

2. Coded to- indicate married (2) or not married (1). .0

3. Coded to indicate male (1) or not male (2).
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